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The very landscape of our cities will change…Proactive cities will know 
their priorities neighborhood by neighborhood, as well as their criteria 
for action, before the transition begins. 

– Robin Chase, Co-Founder, Zipcar
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Four plausible scenarios for AV deployment have emerged.

Outstanding Question: Which policy interventions could alter or influence this 
trajectory? Which of those are feasible, logistically and/or politically?

Cover image source: https://www.pexels.com/photo/photography-of-street-during-rainy-day-1207951/ 
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The impact of AVs on the demand for road-space remains unclear –
increases or decreases are possible.

• Autonomous vehicles should be able to use existing road-space more efficiently.

• This effective capacity increase could reduce congestion, but it could also 
incentivize additional driving through induced demand.

• The impacts will depend on how AVs are deployed, with private ownership likely 
increasing Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) and shared fleets potentially reducing it.

Outstanding Question: How will governments structure policy incentives  for 
particular deployment models? What impact will that have on overall VMT?

Image: https://www.pexels.com/photo/traffic-cars-street-traffic-jam-7674/
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Given current technological trends, it seems unlikely that roadways 
will need to contain telecommunications infrastructure for AVs…

• Early discussions of autonomous vehicle involved building communications 
and sensor infrastructure into “smart roads” to assist in the operation of AVs.

• Modern deployments have relied instead on AVs to have their own sensory 
abilities and to communicate with other vehicles (V2V).

Outstanding Question: What infrastructure standards will AV sensors require for 
safe and effective operation? Will those require new investment to achieve?

Image: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7a/ERPBugis.JPG
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…but policymakers will need to decide how to integrate AVs into 
roadway designs given local context.

Policymakers will be confronted with decisions on various deployment options:
• Integrating slow-moving AVs into cities, prioritizing ease of movement for 

pedestrians and bicyclists;
• Dedicating portions of existing infrastructure to exclusively AV operation, such as 

dedicated AV lanes, enabling higher capacity and throughput;
• Segregating AV infrastructure from all non-AV vehicular traffic, maximizing 

throughput but potentially worsening connections by other modes like walking.

Outstanding Question: Which of these models will predominate? Will 
policymakers be able to flexibly integrate one or more depending on context?

Image: https://www.pexels.com/photo/blur-cars-city-commuting-409701/
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An AV fleet would require new servicing and maintenance 
infrastructure.

• If AVs are deployed in fleets, rather than privately owned and operated, operators 
will need to find spaces to house, repair, and fuel (or charge) their vehicles.

• Existing urban bus operations demonstrate it can be challenging to find this 
space in dense urban contexts.

• With automation, cars could drive themselves to outlying facilities. However, that 
would reduce vehicle availability and contribute to rising VMT. 

Outstanding Question: Could there be cooperation between existing transit 
providers and fleet operators on servicing and maintaining AV fleets?

Image: https://www.pexels.com/photo/black-and-white-car-vehicle-vintage-474/
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AVs should reduce the overall demand for parking, especially in central 
cities.

• Demand for parking in urban centers should significantly decline as AVs are 
adopted, because vehicles can drop off passengers and drive away.

• Privately owned AVs would likely drive to lots on the urban perimeter rather 
than parking in the center city, increasing outlying parking demand.

• AV parking spaces will be smaller because they can park more efficiently, such as 
without leaving room to open doors.

Outstanding Question: If AVs are introduced into cities only gradually, what 
implications will that have for parking demand? If they are deployed rapidly?

Image: https://unsplash.com/photos/2vcqwRL2xKk
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Parking currently takes up a tremendous amount of space, much of 
which could be repurposed as AV adoption increases.

• Land dedicated to parking represents a significant component of urban areas, 
such as 14% of incorporated Los Angeles County. In most US cities, there are 
many multiples more parking spaces than households.

• One estimate is that AV deployment will reduce the demand for dedicated 
parking areas in the US by over 2000 square miles – roughly the size of 
Delaware.

Outstanding Question: What will we do with this newly available space, much of 
which is in urban centers where developable land is otherwise scarce?

Image: https://www.pexels.com/photo/photography-of-parking-lot-1000633/
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Off-street parking might be developed or converted to other uses.

• Surface parking lots could be converted to new development, public plazas, or 
green space. This trend has already begun in many urban centers.

• Some cities are already shifting to lessen parking requirements for new 
construction (so-called “parking minimums”) while others like San Francisco have 
even begun to institute “parking maximums” for new construction.

• Some new parking garages are being built so that they could later be converted 
to other uses, such as office or residential. 

Outstanding Question: How will (or indeed can) urban centers repurpose 
parking garages that are not purpose-built to be convertible to other uses?

Image: https://www.flickr.com/photos/carloszgz/24006128933/
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AVs will also change the demand profile for curb-side parking and 
other curb-space usages.

• While much of the curb is currently dedicated to car parking, other uses are also 
common, including transit lanes, bike lanes, loading/unloading zones, bikeshare 
docks, and parklets.

• Curb-space demands vary greatly based on time and day of the week, such as 
passenger vs. freight pick-ups and drop-offs.

• TNCs have already expanded the demand for pick-up and drop-off at curbs. AVs 
are expected to significantly increase this demand.

Outstanding Question: How quickly will AV adoption increase demand for pick-
up and drop-off zones?

Image: https://www.flickr.com/photos/daquellamanera/28591686977/
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AVs could also generate new types of demands for curb-space, 
expanding on the uses already seen today.

Beyond traditional curb-space uses, AV deployment could lead to new demands:

• Parking for automated mobile store kiosks; Stop & Shop is launching a pilot 
to test the concept in Spring 2019 in Boston, MA.

• Delivery trucks that park to deploy automated delivery drones.

• Segmented pick-up/drop-off zones for different kinds of passenger traffic, 
such as automated vs. human-operated.

Outstanding Question: What other demands will emerge?

Image: https://www.flickr.com/photos/paulwasneski/33192402562/in/photolist-Sz6JSN
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One approach to managing curb-side demand is a flexible, fee-based 
allocation of limited space.

Outstanding Question: How should policymakers balance demand for curb-
usage with broader questions of public value and priorities?

Image: https://www.flickr.com/photos/volvob12b/8657120528/in/photolist-ec11jL

Key components of this system include:

• Dynamically and flexibly assign curb-space, so different types of users can use 
the same curb at different times, varying by time of day, week, and year;

• Charge fees to allocate scarce space, adjusted based on demand;

• Collect data on curb usage to inform demand projections and future allocations.
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Cities could also place “geofences” around particular areas to restrict 
curb usage to designated activities.

• Without restrictions, TNCs (and future AVs) pickups and drop-offs can lead to 
safety issues and restrict traffic flow (e.g., double parking or blocking bike lanes).

• Cities can apply GPS technology to create versatile geographic boundaries for 
particular areas and particular uses. Some cities have already experimented with 
“geofences” to alter locations for TNC pickups and drop-offs.

• Future rules could be dynamic and change based on demand and time of day, 
with information disseminated through TNC apps or AV control systems.

Outstanding Question: What is the best way for “geofencing” to be enforced? 
Voluntary cooperation vs. active monitoring and ticketing?
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Any curb-management strategy must also account for the movement 
of goods.

• AV deployment will not be the only factor affecting curb-space demand. 

• The rise in online shopping and consumer expectations about quick deliveries 
has significantly increased the amount of personal package delivery, requiring 
more vehicles to perform more delivery trips, thus requiring more curb-space. 

• Any attempt to repurpose curb-space, particularly in urban cores, must also 
account for the high demand for commercial loading and unloading zones.

Outstanding Question: What impact will AV technology have on last-mile 
deliveries of consumer and commercial goods?

NO PARKING
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Through these impacts, AVs could significantly change the amount, 
kind, and experience of public space in cities.

• Even in the densest urban cores, AVs could allow significant amounts of land to be 
repurposed, most of which is currently owned by the public sector.

• Whether this land is transformed into more usable public space vs. redeveloped 
as private space depends on policymaker decisions.

• If automated vehicle technology is paired with electrification, public streets, 
sidewalks, and spaces nearby could become quieter, less polluted, and more 
pleasant environments for all users, particularly those outside of vehicles.

Outstanding Question: Will the electrification of transportation happen at the 
same rate and time as the automation of transportation?

Image: https://unsplash.com/photos/dDbHRwCTQoE


